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On the strong ontinuity of generalised semigroups
RAJ DAHYA
Abstract. It is well known that weakly continuous semigroups defined over R` are automatic-
ally strongly continuous. We extend this result to more generally defined semigroups, including
multiparameter semigroups.
1. Introduction
By a well-known result, under certain basic conditions, semigroups over Banach spaces are auto-
matically continuous wrt. the strong operator topology (sot). Engel und Nagel proved this in
[EN99, Theorem 5.8, pp. 40] under the assumption of continuity wrt. the weak operator topo-
logy (wot). In that reference and here, semigroups are ordinarily defined over R`. Specifically,
one considers operator-valued functions,
T : R` Ñ LpEq,
where E is a Banach space, and T satisfies T p0q “ I and T ps` tq “ T psqT ptq for all s, t P R`.
In other words, semigroups are nothing other than morphisms between the monoids pR`, 0,`q
and pLpEq, I, ˝q.
Now, for our purposes, there is no particular reason to focus on semigroups over R`,
also known as one-parameter semigroups. A natural abstraction is to define semigroups over
topological monoids. In this note, we shall define a broad class of semigroups, including ones
defined over Rd` for d ě 1, i.e. multiparameter semigroups, and to which we generalise the
automatic continuity proof in [EN99].
Our generalisation may also be of interest to other fields. For example, multiparameter
semigroups occur in the study of diffusion equations in space-time dynamics (see e.g. [Zel04])
and the approximation of periodic functions in multiple variables (see e.g. [Ter75]).
2. Definitions
Note that no assumptions about commutativity shall be made, and hence monoids and groups
shall be expressed multiplicatively. We define generalised semigroups as follows.
Definition 2.1 A semigroup over a Banach space, E, defined over a monoid,M , shall mean any
operator-valued function, T :M Ñ LpEq, satisfying T p1q “ I and T pstq “ T psqT ptq for s, t PM .
We now define a large class of monoids to which the classical continuity result shall be
generalised.
Definition 2.2 Let M be a locally compact Hausdorff topological monoid. We shall call M
extendible, if there exists a locally compact Hausdorff topological group, G, such that M is
topologically and algebraically isomorphic to a closed subset of G.
IfM is extendible to G via the above definition, then w. l. o. g. one can assume thatM Ď G.
Definition 2.3 Let G be a locally compact Hausdorff group. We shall call a subset A Ď G
positive in the identity, if for all neighbourhoods, U Ď G, of the group identity, U X A has
non-empty interior within G.
Example 2.4 (The non-negative reals). Consider M :“ R` viewed under addition. Since
M Ď R is closed, we have that M is an extendible locally compact Hausdorff monoid. For any
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open neighbourhood, U Ď R, of the identity, there exists an ε ą 0, such that p´ε, εq Ď U and
thus U XM Ě p0, εq ‰ ∅. Hence M is positive in the identity.
Example 2.5 (The p-adic integers). Consider M :“ Zp with p P P, viewed under addition
and with the topology generated by the p-adic norm. Since M Ď Qp is clopen, we have that M
is an extendible locally compact Hausdorff monoid. Since M is clopen, it is clearly positive in
the identity.
Example 2.6 (Discrete cases). Let G be a discrete group, and let M Ď G contain the iden-
tity and be closed under group multiplication. Clearly, M is a locally compact Hausdorff
monoid, extendible to G and positive in the identity. For example one can take the free-group
F2 with generators ta, bu, and M to be the closure of t1, a, bu under multiplication.
Starting with such basic examples, the following result allows us to generate more.
Proposition 2.7 Let n P N and let Mi be locally compact Hausdorff monoids for 1 ď i ď n.
Assume for each i ă n that Mi is extendible to a locally compact Hausdorff group Gi, and that
Mi is positive in the identity of Gi. Then M :“
śn
i“1Mi is a locally compact Hausdorff monoid
which is extendible to G :“
śn
i“1Gi and positive in the identity.
Proof. The extendibility ofM to G is clear. Now consider an arbitrary open neighbourhood, U ,
of the identity in G. For each 1 ď i ď n, one can find open neighbourhoods, Ui, of the identity in
Gi, so that U
1 :“
śn
i“1 Ui Ď U . By assumption,MiXUi contains a non-empty open set, Vi Ď Gi
for each 1 ď i ď n. Since U Ě
śn
i“1 Ui, it follows that M XU Ě
śn
i“1pMiXUiq Ě
śn
i“1 Vi ‰ ∅.
Thus M X U has non-empty interior. Hence M is positive in the identity. 
Thus the class of monoids to which we can generalise the continuity result is infinite. As
an example, by Proposition 2.7 and Examples 2.4 and 2.5 we have:
Corollary 2.8 Viewed under pointwise addition, Rd` and Z
d
p are extendible to locally compact
Hausdorff groups and positive in the identities of the respective groups, for all d P N and p P P.
3. Main result
We can now state and prove the generalisation. Our argumentation follows closely [EN99,
Theorem 5.8, pp. 40–41].
Theorem 3.1 Let M be a locally compact Hausdorff monoid and E a Banach space. As-
sume that M is extendible to a locally compact Hausdorff group, G, and that M is positive
in the identity. Then all wot-continuous semigroups, T : M Ñ LpEq, are automatically
sot-continuous.
Proof. First note that the principle of uniform boundedness applied twice to the wot-
continuous function, T , ensures that T is norm-bounded on all compact subsets of M . Fix
now a left-invariant Haar measure, λ, on G and set
S :“ tF Ď G | F a compact neighbourhood of the identityu.
Consider arbitrary F P S and x P E. By the closure of M in G as well as positivity in
the identity, M X F is compact and contains a non-empty open subset of G. It follows that
0 ă λpM X F q ă 8. The wot-continuity of T , the compactness (and thus measurability) of
M X F , and the norm-boundedness of T on compact subsets ensure that
〈xF , ϕ〉 :“
1
λpMXF q
ż
tPMXF
〈T ptqx, ϕ〉 dt, for ϕ P E1 (3.1)
describes a well-defined element xF P E
2. Exactly as in [EN99, Theorem 5.8, pp. 40–41], one
may now argue by the wot-continuity of T and compactness of M X F that in fact xF P E for
each x P E and F P S. Moreover, since M is locally compact, one can readily see that each
x P E can be weakly approximated by the net, pxF qFPS, ordered by inverse inclusion. So
D :“ txF | x P E, F P Su
2
is weakly dense in E. Since the weak and strong closures of any convex subset in a Banach
space coincide (cf. [AB05, Theorem 5.98, p. 214]), it follows that copDq is strongly dense in E.
Now, to prove the sot-continuity of T , we need to show that
t PM ÞÑ T ptqx P E (3.2)
is strongly continuous for all x P E. Since M is locally compact and T is norm-bounded on
compact subsets of M , the set of x P E such that (3.2) is strongly continuous, is itself a strongly
closed convex subset of E. So, since copDq is strongly dense in E, it suffices to prove the strong
continuity of (3.2) for each x P D.
To this end, fix arbitrary x P E, F P S and t PM . We need to show that
T pt1qxF ÝÑ T ptqxF strongly for t
1 PM as t1 ÝÑ t.
First recall, that by basic harmonic analysis, the canonical left-shift,
L : G Ñ LpL1pGqq,
defined via pLtfqpsq “ fpt
´1sq for s, t P G and f P L1pGq, is an sot-continuous morphism (cf.
[RS00, Proposition 3.5.6 (λ1–λ4), p. 110]). Now, by compactness, f :“ 1MXF P L
1pGq and it is
easy to see that }Lt1f ´ Ltf}1 “ λpt
1pM X F q∆ tpM X F qq for t1 PM . The sot-continuity of
L thus yields
λpt1pM X F q∆ tpM X F qq ÝÑ 0 (3.3)
for t1 PM as t1 ÝÑ t.
Fix now a compact neighbourhood, K Ď G, of t. For t1 PM XK and ϕ P E1 one obtains
|〈T pt1qxF ´ T ptqxF , ϕ〉| “ |〈xF , T pt
1q˚ϕ〉´ 〈xF , T ptq
˚ϕ〉|
“ 1
λpMXF q ¨
ˇˇ
ˇˇż
sPMXF
〈T psqx, T pt1q˚ϕ〉 ds´
ż
sPMXF
〈T psqx, T ptq˚ϕ〉 ds
ˇˇ
ˇˇ
by construction of xF in (3.1)
“ 1
λpMXF q ¨
ˇˇ
ˇˇż
sPMXF
〈T pt1sqx, ϕ〉 ds´
ż
sPMXF
〈T ptsqx, ϕ〉 ds
ˇˇ
ˇˇ
since T is a semigroup
“ 1
λpMXF q ¨
ˇˇ
ˇˇ
ˇ
ż
sPt1pMXF q
〈T psqx, ϕ〉 ds´
ż
sPtpMXF q
〈T psqx, ϕ〉 ds
ˇˇ
ˇˇ
ˇ
by left-invariance
ď 1
λpMXF q
ż
sPt1pMXF q∆tpMXF q
|〈T psqx, ϕ〉| ds
ď 1
λpMXF q ¨ sup
sPpMXKqpMXF q
}T psq} ¨ }x} ¨ }ϕ} ¨ λpt1pM X F q∆ tpM X F qq
since t, t1 PM XK.
Since K 1 :“ pM X KqpM X F q is compact, and T is uniformly bounded on compact sets
(see above), it holds that C :“ sup
sPK 1
}T psq} ă 8. The above calculation thus yields
}T pt1qxF ´ T ptqxF } “ supt|〈T psqxF ´ T ptqxF , ϕ〉| | ϕ P E
1, }ϕ} ď 1u
ď 1
λpMXF q ¨ C ¨ }x} ¨ λpt
1pM X F q∆ tpM X F qq
(3.4)
for all t1 PM sufficiently close to t.
By (3.3), the right-hand side of (3.4) converges to 0 and hence T pt1qxF ÝÑ T ptqxF strongly
as t1 ÝÑ t. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 3.1 applied to Corollary 2.8 immediately yields:
Corollary 3.2 Let d P N and let E be a Banach space. Then all wot-continuous semigroups,
T : Rd` Ñ LpEq, are automatically sot-continuous.
Remark 3.3 In the proof of Theorem 3.1, weak continuity only played a role in obtaining
boundedness as well as the well-definedness of the elements in D. Now, another proof of the
classical result exists under weaker conditions, viz. weak measurability, provided the semigroups
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are almost separably valued (cf. [HP08, Theorem 9.3.1, p. 280 and Theorem 10.2.1–3, pp. 304–
306]). It remains open, whether the approach in [HP08] can be adapted to our context, to yield
the result under weaker assumptions.
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